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Preface

This is an introductory manual for TELAS@SOKEN, i.e., TEle-Learning Assistant System at SOK-

ENDAI. It is intended for beginners to get used to the system and not for skilled users to refer specific 

issues. Please read “SOKENDAI Lecture Support System :: Operation Manual”, available at the web-

site, 

http://www.cais.soken.ac.jp/isd/telas_usermanual_e_r1.pdf, 
 
for details.

If you have further questions, please contact us by sending a message to the email address, 

consult_telas@soken.ac.jp.
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About TELAS@SOKEN

The distinctive features of TELAS@SOKEN are as follows.

On TELAS@SOKEN, a virtual class room, which is accessible from TELAS@SOKEN terminals 

available at Inter-University Research Institutes and/or personal PCs, can be created and online class/

lecture with simultaneous multipoint connection can be opened.

In most Inter-University Research Institutes, a TELAS@SOKEN terminal with an electronic 

whiteboard, video camera, and microphones is placed in a terminal room and online lecture can be 

conducted with using it. On the contrary to the conventional SOKENDAI video conferencing system 

that required a dedicated terminal device, TELAS@SOKEN can be accessed and operated from your 

own PC through web browser. Although various qualities, such as video and sound quality, depend 

on the capacity of PC and network environment you are connected on, an online class/lecture can be 

accessed through your PC as far as you are on internet. That is, you can attend an online class/lecture, 

even if you are in remote, such as on travel or field research.

In addition to attending a class/lecture, TELAS@SOKEN provides a facility to create an online 

room for meeting and discussion. If you are a member of SOKENDAI, you can use it for your educa-

tional and research purposes. (Please note, however, that higher priority is given to official SOKEND-

AI meetings and classes/lectures. Please refer the guideline for TELAS@SOKEN operation, manage-

ment, and usage for details.)

An advantage of TELAS@SOKEN is that it is on 24/7 service except maintenance periods and it 

does not require trained personal for regular operation. Therefore, users can use the system with your 

own schedule, as far as associated guidelines, regulations, and rules are followed. At this moment, up 

personal PC

virtual class room

T

The Internet

Inter-University Research Institutes
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to six different virtual rooms can be opened simultaneously for a given time.

In addition to creating a virtual class/lecture or meeting room, other features that a user can take 

advantage of is there, such as management of participants/attendants, sharing documents and/or files, 

wiki function, and online bulletin boards. All operations can be easily conducted through web brows-

er on your PC.

In the followings, procedures to login TELAS@SOKEN, to create a virtual meeting room, to access 

TELAS@SOKEN from a terminal or an individual PC, and to share files and/or documents are de-

scribed.
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1. To login TELAS@SOKEN

You are required to login TELAS@SOKEN in order to reserve a virtual room for class, meeting, 

and discussions, and to share documents and/or files with participants/attendants. The same ID and 

password for SOEKNDAI portal service are used for TELAS@SOKEN. If you do not have or do not 

know your ID, please email to consult_telas@soken.ac.jp to inquire your account information.

*If a virtual room and a room for terminal has been already registered and reserved by others on 

TELAS@SOKEN as described in the section “To create a virtual meeting room”, you are not required 

to login TELAS@SOKEN as far as you are in the TELAS@SOKEN terminal room at your institute. 

Please refer the section “To access TELAS@SOKEN from a terminal at Inter-University Research In-

stitute” for details.

1-1. To access the TELAS@SOKEN website

Please access the TELAS@SOKEN website, https;//telas.so-
ken.ac.jp, with your preferable web browser (Internet Explorer, 

Firefox, Google Chrome, Safari etc.) If a window shown in left 

appears, please click the login button at the top right.

1-2. To enter ID and password

If a login form appears as in the left, please enter your ID and 

password in the appropriate boxes and click the login button at 

the bottom.

1-3. To complete login process

If you successfully login, the web page is updated. Please con-

firm that your name appears at the top right on the page. If your 

name is there, you have completed the login process and now can 

operate TELAS@SOKEN.
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Additional information:  
To login TELAS@SOKEN through SOKENDAI portal

If you have already logged in SOKENDAI portal system, you are able to login TELAS@SOKEN 

without entering ID and password again, as your account information is shared between TELAS@

SOKEN and SOKENDAI portal systems. You can also update your password and related information 

at SOKENDAI portal system. Even though ID and password is required for logging in SOKENDAI 

portal system, if you forget your password, you are able to request for setting new password.

1 To access the SOKENDAI portal website

Please access to the SOKENDAI portal website,  

https;//portal.soken.ac.jp.  
If a window appears as in the left, please click the login button at 

the top right of the web page.

2. To enter ID and password

If a login form appears as in the left, please enter your ID and 

password in the appropriate boxes and click the login button at 

the middle.

3. To click the link to TELAS@SOKEN

If you successfully login, the web page is updated. Please con-

firm your name at the top right on the page. If your name is pres-

ent, you have completed the login process. You can now access to 

TELAS@SOKEN by clicking the link to TELAS@SOKEN.
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4. To login TELAS@SOKEN

Please login TELAS@SOKEN by clicking the login button 

shown at the top right. Once a login form appears as in the left, 

please click the button “Authenticate with Sokendai portal”. If 

the web page appears as in the left, please click the “Go!” button. 

Then, click the login button, once again SOKEDAI portal login 

page appears. No ID and password is required at this point.
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2. To create a virtual meeting room

You have to keep logging on TELAS@SOKEN to proceed. Here, we explain how to reserve a virtual 

meeting room and a TELAS@SOKEN terminal at an Inter-University Research Institute. Some differ-

ences are there between a virtual lecture room and a meeting room but basic operation is essentially 

same for both. You will be likely able to organize online class/lecture, once you have accustomed to 

organize an online meeting on TELAS@SOKEN. In the followings, a PC and a terminal at your In-

ter-University Research Institute will be connected while creating a virtual meeting room.

*Please be aware that the reservation of TELAS@SOKEN terminal is distinct from the reservation 

of the room where TELAS@SOKEN terminal is placed. You are required beforehand to reserve the 

room where TELAS@SOKEN terminal is placed, according to the guideline of respective Inter-Uni-

versity Research Institute, separately.

2-1 To open the window for creating a virtual meeting

Being kept on logging in TLEAS@SOKEN, click the “Create 

Meeting” button at the top of web page. A new window for creat-

ing a virtual meeting room will appear.

2-2 To enter a meeting title

Please enter a title of meeting newly created. Entering the title 

either in Japanese or in English is enough and required. Entering 

description and keyword for the meeting is recommended but 

not required and it is acceptable to leave them blank.
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2-3 To edit a meeting schedule

To click the “Add” button at the bottom, you are able to specify 

the date and time to offer the meeting. Hereafter, an individual 

connection to TELAS@SOKEN for a given time period is called 

as a “session”.

(Note) For a given meeting, multiple sessions can be registered. Nonetheless, at least one session is 

required for registration of a virtual meeting room.Example  

 

Title of meeting: Information security seminar series 

 Session 1:  1st information security seminar (April 17) 

 Session 2:  2nd information security seminar (April 24)

It is similar to regular university course, as multiple classes/lectures are organized in a course. That 

is, a meeting and a session correspond to a course and a class/lecture, respectively. A meeting is basi-

cally considered as a collection of sessions.

Now we are going to reserve a session. By clicking the “Add” 

button, a new popup window appears. Please enter a title, date, 

and beginning and ending times for the session in the “Title”, 

“Start date”, and “Event hours” boxes, respectively. (It is recom-

mended to set the time to begin and to end as 30 min before and 

30 min after the presumed period, respectively.)

By clicking the “Select” button at the “meeting room”, a list of 

rooms where TELAS@SOKEN terminals are placed at Inter-Uni-

versity Research Institutes will be shown. Please select a room of 

your institute. The terminal at the selected room will become for 

the chair person’s terminal.

* You can select only one room at this point. You will select 

later for additional rooms, if multiple terminal in separate rooms 

are connected.

** If you are going to connect only PCs, you need to select “Not 

use Lecture Room” from the list.
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2-4. To register a meeting schedule

Clicking the “OK” button will add a session under the meet-

ing schedule. Please note that the session is in the state of “Not 

Register” at this point and that reservation of a virtual meeting 

room is yet to be completed. By clicking the “Register” button at 

the bottom will reserve the virtual meeting room and TELAS@

SOKEN terminal.

If successful, the messages, “Completed the V-CUBE reser-

vation.” and “Meeting registration is completed.” will appear 

in blue and the “reserve status” will become “Reserved”.  Please 

confirm the change of status after registration.

(Note) If you are not able to create a virtual meeting room or to register session, please consider the 

followings.

1. The terminal has been already reserved by other at the specified time period.

To overcome the problem, please (1) change the time period, (2) select “Not use Lecture Room” and 

register tentatively, or (3) use, if any, alternative terminal.

2. The number of sessions held at the given period exceeded the maximum limit.

The maximum number of sessions held on TELAS@SOKEN for a given time is six at this moment. 

University official meeting and classes/lectures are given higher priority and please change the time 

period of virtual meeting to be held.

2-5. To specify meeting participants/attendants

Once a session or a meeting is reserved, please select meeting 

participants/attendants next. By clicking the “Participants List” 

button at the middle, a new window for selecting participants/

attendants from TELAS@SOKEN users will appear.

First, please confirm your name present in the meeting mem-

ber. Once a user is registered as a meeting member, an email 

reminding respective sessions will be sent automatically to users 

and they are able to participate in the session from their own 
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PCs. To add participants/attendants in the list, please click the 

“Meeting member” button, open the Sokendai user list, and select 

appropriate ones. (Details is not discussed here and please refer 

the manual described earlier for details.)

2-6. To confirm a meeting schedule.

Please click the “Meeting Schedule” button in the middle 

and confirm that the all sessions registered (the virtual meeting 

room) are listed. 

Then, proceed to “Edit/Reserve Session” for modification.

2-7. To edit a session.

In a new window shown in the left, you can modify, delete, or 

cancel a session in addition to add rooms with TELAS@SOKEN 

terminal to be connected.

If the “選択 ” (i.e., selecting) button at the “Listening Room” 

is clicked, a list of rooms where TELAS@SOKEN terminals are 

placed at Inter-University Research Institutes will be shown as 

before.

Please select rooms to be connected. In this window, multiple 

rooms can be selected as in the left.

Click the “Register” button at the bottom and please confirm 

that completion of registration with the messages, “Completed 

the V-CUBE reservation.” and “Meeting registration is complet-

ed.” If you are unable to register, it may be due to at least one of 

terminals selected have been already registered by others.
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2-8 To end a reservation

This is the end of creating a virtual meeting room. If you click 

the “Schedule” button at the top, a daily calendar will appear. 

Please confirm the newly registered sessions are on the calendar.

(Note) In this brief manual, registration of participants/attendants and selection of chair persons 

and/or assistants are not explained. It is not necessary those for only utilizing TELAS@SOKEN termi-

nals placed at Inter-University Research Institutes but it would be convenient to do so, if you connects 

only PCs. In addition, the selection of chair persons and/or assistants can be used for giving the same 

rights to manage the meeting to other users. Both are not required to organize a virtual meeting.
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3. To access TELAS@SOKEN from a 
terminal at an Inter-University Research 
Institute

Here, the way to access TELAS@SOKEN from a TELAS@SOKEN terminal at an Inter-University 

Research Institute is explained. There is no need to log in TELAS@SOKEN from the terminal but a 

registration/reservation of terminal for a virtual class or meeting room beforehand is required (see 

section 2.4 or 2.7). Please note that one cannot participate in a meeting through a terminal, unless it is 

registered and reserved for the meeting.

*Please register and reserve terminals by a meeting organizer or chair person. Please note that the 

terminal devices equipped at your institute may differ from the standard one shown below.

3-1. To check terminal devices

Large video display (right), large electric whiteboard (left), and 

small video display (further left) are often equipped in a terminal 

room at an Inter-University Research Institutes, though some-

what different set of devices may be present in some. Here, we 

will discuss a terminal with full set of devices.

Interactive electric whiteboard can be operated by using desig-

nated pen and it can display slides or other class/lecture materials 

on it in addition to the trace of pen writing.

Large and small video displays are synchronized and both 

shows the visual image sent from cameras from remote sites. 

Large and small video displays are intended for audiences and 

instructors/lecturers, respectively. Small video display is also op-

erated by touching the screen.

3-2. To prepare in a meeting/session

Small video display should be always kept on. Before a meeting 

starts, a message will appear on the small video display.

Please check the followings before the beginning of meeting so 

that one can easily start a meeting.
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3-2-1. To turn on large video display and large electric white-

board

Please turn on the large video display and large electric white-

board with a remote control. Once it is on, a window with mes-

sage for the meeting will be displayed on the screen, as in the 

case of small video display.

If you cannot locate the remote control, please turn on the 

large video display and large electric whiteboard by pressing the 

button at the bottom or at the side.

3-2-2. To check battery for electric pen

There is an electric pen at a side of electric whiteboard. It is 

powered by battery, and please examine if much power is left be-

fore the meeting start. It is usable, if green LED light is on after 

turning the switch on.

 

3-2-3. To prepare microphone

A non-directional microphone is equipped in the room as in 

the left picture. Please set it on a table and turn on the micro-

phone. It is usable, if red LED light is on. (You are not able to hear 

sound picked by the microphone from sound speakers in your 

room. Rough treatment such as banging may cause malfunction 

of devices and is prohibited.)
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There is another wireless microphone for instructor/lecturer. If 

you press the button on the top, it will turn on. Please examine if 

enough power is left for the battery before the use.

3-2-4. To examine video camera

Cameras are equipped in the terminal room, as in the left 

picture. Two cameras, one on a tripod and another on a video 

display, are generally equipped if large video display and large 

electric whiteboard are in the room. Please check if green light 

is on for a LED light at the bottom of camera. If no green light is 

on, please examine if all cables are intact and connected appro-

priately.
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3-3. To enter a virtual meeting room.

On the time registered, a message appears as in the picture. 

Please touch the “講師 /議長：講義 /会議開始 ”(i.e., lecturer/

chair person: lecture/meeting starts) or “V-CUBE 入 室 ” (i.e., 

to enter a V-CUBE room) window on the screen. (If you use the 

electric whiteboard, please use the electric pen. Nothing will oc-

cur, if you touch by hand.)

3-4. To enter a V-CUBE room.

Once a window of V-CUBE meeting appear, please touch “会
議室に入室 “(i.e., to enter a meeting room) box on the screen of 

either electric whiteboard or small video display.

Inquiries about microphone or camera may appear but please 

leave them as it is, in general ,and touch the “ 次 へ ” (i.e, next) 

box.
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After making sure that no check box is on for “マイクをミュー
トして入室する” (i.e. mute the microphone) and “カメラをミュー
トして入室する” (i.e., turn off camera) boxes, please tough the “入
室 ” (i.e., enter) box on the screen.

3-5. To complete an entering procedure

You are in a virtual class/meeting room now. Please con-

firm that pictures of remote terminal rooms or sites connected 

through PCs are on the screen as in the left.
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3-6. To exit the virtual class/meeting room.

To end the session or meeting before the registered ending 

time, touch the “ 退 室 ” (i.e., exit the room) button at the top 

right on the small display. In general, on the registered ending 

time, the system automatically finishes the session and exit the 

virtual room.

The “退室 ” (i.e., exit the room) button is usually hidden on 

electric whiteboard but the button appears once a triangle mark 

on the top right is touched.

Please do not forget turning off the microphone, touch pen, 

large electric whiteboard, and large video display at last. Please 

keep the small video display on, unless electric shutdown is 

scheduled.


